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Abstract
Video extrapolation is the task of extending a video beyond its original field of view. Extrapolating video in a manner that is consistent with the original video and visually
pleasing is difficult. In this work we aim at very wide video
extrapolation which increases the complexity of the task.
Some video extrapolation methods simplify the task by using a rough color extrapolation. A recent approach focuses
on artifact avoidance and run time reduction using foveated
video extrapolation, but fails to preserve the structure of the
scene. This paper introduces a multi-scale method which
combines a coarse to fine approach with foveated video extrapolation. Foveated video extrapolation reduces the effective number of pixels that need to be extrapolated, making the extrapolation less time consuming and less prone to
artifacts. The coarse to fine approach better preserves the
structure of the scene while preserving finer details near the
domain of the input video. The combined method gains improvement both visually and in processing time.

Figure 1: Spatio-temporal (ST) representation of the domain of the raw video Ωraw , and the output domain Ωextra .

tend the video beyond the FOV. Video inpainting methods
have focused on filling in areas that occupy a rather small
percentage (usually holes) of the raw FOV. When applied
to large areas (see Fig. 1), traditional inpainting methods
are prone to disturbing and distracting artifacts and usually
require a long run time.
Ref. [2] approaches these issues by introducing a
foveated method for (very wide) video extrapolation. The
foveated method imitates the behavior of the human fovea.
That is, the resolution of the extrapolated video diminishes
toward the boundaries of the extrapolated region. Ref. [2]
starts at the finest resolution level, i.e. the innermost domain, and proceeds outwards from fine to coarse. We refer
to it as an Inside-Out method. The video extrapolated over
each inner domain is used as the input video for the extrapolation of the next, coarser and outer, domain. While
it successfully showed reduction in artifacts and processing time, the Inside-Out method has several shortcomings.
In particular, it often does not preserve the structure of the
scene and tends to result in a smooth extrapolation that does
not preserve textures.
In this paper, we propose an opposite approach. The
extrapolation starts with the coarsest scale, processing the

1. Introduction
The ever increasing popularity of video media brought
great advances to the video display industry. Nowadays,
televisions enable the viewer to enjoy video with higher definition and in three dimensions. Video extrapolation offers
a new way to enhance the viewer experience by extending
the video beyond its original field of view (FOV), embedding the viewer in the video. A first rough step in this direction is the Ambilight television system [16]. There, the
wall around the television screen is illuminated in real-time
with light that matches the colors that exist at the margins
of each frame. Related setups are discussed in [7] and [18].
Recently, [2] proposed extrapolation which is an actual
video. Video extrapolation relates to video inpainting, a.k.a.
video completion, (e.g., [9, 10, 15, 23]) and video retargeting (e.g., [20, 22]). However, in video inpainting the missing parts are inside the FOV, while extrapolation aims to ex1

whole extrapolation domain. Then the other resolution
scales are used consecutively from coarse to fine, where a
finer scale applies to a smaller (inner) domain. We refer
to this algorithm as the Outside-In method. The Outside-In
method uses the information extrapolated in coarse scales to
initialize extrapolation in finer scales. Therefore, the inner
domains of the output video are processed several times, in
different resolution scales, gradually refining the result.
There are several benefits to using the Outside-In
method, compared to the Inside-Out method:

Ωmissing
Ωassigned
M̂

1. Extrapolating the coarse scale first has better chance of
preserving the general structure of the scene.

δΩ
Ŝ

Figure 2: The completion algorithm. The domain Ωassigned
is already completed; Ωmissing is yet to be completed; δΩ
is the boundary between them. The block M̂ is selected as
the next target block, due to a strong edge crossing δΩ at its
center point. The block Ŝ is the selected source block.

2. The Outside-In method tends to preserve visual details
and textures, in the areas close to the raw video, better
than the Inside-Out method.
3. Faster run time. There is reduction in time-demanding
efforts for avoiding the creation of distractions.

for this completion. The ST blocks are of constant size:
wx × wy × wt . The target block is always on the boundary
δΩ between Ωassigned and Ωmissing . For better propagation
of the scene structure, blocks that include strong ST edges
crossing δΩ, are selected first. Since the target block M̂ is
always on the boundary δΩ, only a subregion of it is known:
M̂assigned = M̂ ∩ Ωassigned . After M̂ is selected, a source
Ŝ is searched, throughout Ωraw . The search is performed
by comparing M̂assigned to the set of corresponding pixels
in S, which is termed Sassigned . A cost function, r(S) is
defined,

2. Background
2.1. Foveated Video Extrapolation
The human fovea occupies ≈ 1% of the retina. It
has high density of photo-receptors in a narrow region.
Outside this narrow region, the density of photoreceptors
falls off, and the perceived signals there are spatially much
coarser [19]. This characteristic is exploited for foveated
video extrapolation. The resolution of the extrapolated
video diminishes toward the boundaries of the extrapolated
domain. In [2], this approach significantly decreases the
extrapolation time, when compared to methods that extrapolate all the output domain in full resolution. It also reduces
significantly the amount of distracting artifacts in the extrapolated video.

r(S) , SSD LAB(Sassigned , M̂assigned ),

(1)

where SSD LAB is the sum-of-square-differences (SSD) in
the CIE-Lab color space. The selected source block Ŝ is the
one for which
Ŝ , argmin r(S).
(2)
S⊂Ωraw

2.2. Completion Algorithm

Pixels from the selected source Ŝ are used for filling the
missing pixels in M̂. Eq. (2) yields a source block having
a subregion that is visually similar to the known part of the
target block. Using Ŝ usually results in a completed target
block which is similar to a real block from Ωraw .

The extrapolation method in this paper makes use of a
completion algorithm as a basic operation in the extrapolation of the video. As in Ref. [2], we use the patch-based
algorithm suggested by Criminisi et al. [4], but other completion algorithms can be used as well (e.g., [3, 9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 15, 17]). The completion algorithm used in this work is
described here briefly.
Consider Fig. 1. Let Ωraw be the spatio-temporal (ST)
domain of an input video I raw . We wish to synthesize a new
video I extra , by extending I raw to domain Ωextra ⊃ Ωraw .
The algorithm is iterative. At any iteration, let Ωassigned be
the set of pixels to which a value was already assigned. Let
Ωmissing = Ωextra /Ωassigned be the set of pixels to which
an assigned value is still missing, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
any iteration, a target ST block M̂ is selected for completion, and another ST block Ŝ is selected as the data source

2.3. Peripheral Avoidance of Distractions
It is very important that the viewer’s attention will not be
distracted by the extrapolated image periphery. The Peripheral Avoidance of Distractions (PAD) criterion, introduced
in [2] is used for reducing attention-drawing artifacts. PAD
penalizes candidate source blocks, S, that introduce strong
spatial or temporal gradients. It also rejects outliers by seeking a source block that has high similarity to several other
candidate source blocks.
This PAD criterion is implemented by introducing two
new elements to Eq. (1). The first element, g(S), penalizes
2

blocks that have prominent ST edges (calculated as the `1
norm of the ST gradient of S). The second element, h(S),
penalizes outlier blocks by calculating the distance of each
block from the center of its cluster:
g(S)
h(S)
r(S)
+
+
.
minS̃∈S r(S̃) minS̃∈S g(S̃) minS̃∈S h(S̃)
(3)
All elements of Eq. (3), i.e. r(S), g(S) and h(S), are normalized to have equal influence. The reader is referred to
Ref. [2] for more on the calculation of g(S) and h(S).
To avoid repeated selection of the same source block,
the algorithm introduces randomness (Efros and Leung [5]).
This is achieved by selecting a source block randomly out
of the Ntop candidates graded by Eq. (3).
PAD(S) ,

Figure 3: [Left] Extrapolation Inside-Out. [Right] Extrapolation Outside-In. The red square marks the raw domain.
Synthetic image produced using a Blender chair model [14].
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3.1. Foveated Coarse to Fine Extrapolation
The Inside-Out method [2] uses the above completion
algorithm at different scales. When extrapolating regions
close to the raw video, it uses fine resolution, and when
extrapolating regions close to the boundary it uses coarse
resolution. Even though the Inside-Out method uses multiple resolution scales, each location is processed using only
a single scale. If the object to be completed is much larger
than the patch size, the completion algorithm may create an
extrapolation that is locally correct but doesn’t match the
structure of the object. Consider for example the synthetic
example of chairs in Fig. 3. The 13 × 13px patches used by
the Inside-Out method are much smaller than the size of a
chair. Therefore, the Inside-Out method fails to reconstruct
the cropped chairs. On the other hand, increasing the size
of the patch reduces the ability to reconstruct small objects.
The Outside-In method addresses this problem by using a multi-scale approach. This approach allows the extrapolation of both fine and coarse details. Each domain is
processed several times, each time using a finer resolution
scale. We now detail the Outside-In method for foveated
video extrapolation.
Following [6], we define a scale map that represents
the resolution decay over the support of I extra . This
−1
scale map is quantized to N levels {f σ }N
Here,
σ=0 .
σ ∈ [0, Nscales − 1] is a scale index, and 0 < f < 1 is
a constant which determines the resolution quantization
steps. The number of scale levels N is determined by
f and the extent of the support of I extra . Accord−1
ingly, we define N spatial domains {Ψσ }N
σ=0 as illustrated in Fig. 4. The innermost domain Ψ0 has the same
scale as the input video, which is in domain Ωraw . The
widest domain, ΨN −1 = Ωextra , relates to the coarsest
resolution level: f N −1 . According to this definition,
Ωraw ⊂ Ψ0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ ΨN −1 .

Figure 4: Extrapolation domains used by the Outside-In
method: Ωraw ⊂ Ψ0 ⊂ . . . ⊂ ΨN −1 .

Our Outside-In method extrapolates domain ΨN −1 first,
using the coarsest resolution: f N −1 . Then, the algorithm
extrapolates domains ΨN −2 , . . . , Ψ0 , in this order, using
their corresponding scales: f N −2 , . . . , f 0 . This results in
a coarse to fine extrapolation. The inner domains which
have finer details are contained in the coarse domains, i.e.,
Ψσ ⊂ Ψσ+1 . The Outside-In method uses the video extrapolated in the coarse scales to initialize the extrapolation in
finer inner domains.
The Outside-In method has three major stages as illustrated in Fig. 5:

Stage 1
The raw video is scaled down repeatedly, forming a Gaussian pyramid of source videos:
Iσsrc ,



I raw
src
REDUCE(Iσ−1
)

σ=0
,
otherwise

(4)

where REDUCE refers to a downscale1 operation by a factor f (in our experiments we used f = 0.5).
1 The downscale and upscale operations can be performed either only
in the spatial domain or both in the spatial and temporal domains (see discussion in Sec. 5.1).

3
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Per Level Extrapolation

1st Stage:
Raw Multiscale Pyramid
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src
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Figure 5: A schematic description of Outside-In foveated video extrapolation. First, a Gaussian video pyramid {Iσsrc }N
σ=0 is
created. Then each level of the pyramid, starting bottom up, is extrapolated over its corresponding domain. The information
−1
from the coarser scale initializes the extrapolation in the finer level. Finally, I raw and the extrapolated videos {Iσ }N
σ=0 are
out
merged to create the output video I .

coarser resolution than Iσ , an upscale operation is necessary. Therefore, in each spatial and scale, the completion
algorithm is initialized by an expanded video:

Stage 2
In this stage, extrapolation is performed. A completion algorithm is used for extrapolating each domain around the
source videos. At scale σ this domain is:
Ψextra
, Ψσ /Ωraw .
σ

Iσexpand (Ψextra
) , EXPAND[Iσ+1 (Ψextra
σ
σ+1 )].

Here, EXPAND is an upscale operation by a factor of f −1 .

(5)

The extrapolation starts with the coarsest (and widest) domain, Ψextra
N −1 and proceeds in order from coarse to fine.
First, we obtain IN −1 in domain Ψextra
N −1 , then we obtain
IN −2 in domain Ψextra
(see
Fig.
5).
Overall this results
N −2
N −1
in a set of target videos {Iσ }σ=0 :


Stage 3
−1
Finally, when all the ST domains {Ψσ }N
σ=0 have been ex−1
trapolated, the resulting videos in these domains {Iσ }N
σ=0 ,
raw
are scaled up to a resolution consistent with I . They are
then merged to create I extra . The process of scaling and
−1
merging of {Iσ }N
σ=0 is identical to the corresponding stage
described in [2]. The output video I out is defined as:

src
COMPLETE(IN
−1 , ∅)
COMPLETE(Iσsrc , Iσexpand )

σ =N −1
.
otherwise
(6)
Here COMPLETE refers to a completion algorithm which
we describe later in Sec. 3.2. The COMPLETE operator in
Eq. (6) has two inputs. The first is the source video (see
Eq. (4)). The source patches used in the extrapolation of Iσ
are taken only from the corresponding Iσsrc . This way, each
target video Iσ is extrapolated only in the corresponding
resolution, f σ . The second input to the COMPLETE operator is an initialization of Iσ . It is based on an extrapolated
video Iσ+1 , which was obtained previously in the coarser
(and wider) domain Ψextra
σ+1 . Since Iσ+1 is extrapolated at
Iσ =

(7)

I out , I extra ∪ I raw .

(8)

3.2. Coarse Initialization
The Outside-In approach extends the basic completion
algorithm, described in Sec. 2.2, in two major ways:
3.2.1

Coarse to Fine Completion

As explained in Sec. 3.1, in the Outside-In method, the finer
resolution levels base their extrapolation on the results of
4
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Figure 6: The subregion M̂missing is already completed
with coarse resolution information.

Figure 7: As the scale coarsens, the size of the input video
Iσsrc approaches the size of the patch. At some stage, it
becomes impossible for the completion algorithm to select
source patches S with small gradients.

coarser resolution levels (see Eq. (6) and (7)). This is implemented by the following modification to Eq. (1):

impossible for the completion algorithm to select source
patches with small gradients. In these cases, the resulting
N −1
extrapolated videos {Iσ }σ=0
may contain many artifacts.
Hence, there is a limit to the practical number of scale levels that can be used.
To overcome this issue, we use a cascaded variant of the
−1
Outside-In method. The domain set {Ψσ }N
σ=0 is split into
2
several subsets (see Fig. 8):



SSD LAB(Sassigned , M̂assigned ) σ = N − 1
.
r(S) ,
SSD LAB(S, M̂)
otherwise
(9)
When extrapolating the coarsest level, σ = N − 1, the algorithm uses the same cost function, Eq. (1). In any of the
is
other scale levels, the domain to be extrapolated Ψextra
σ
expand
pre-filled with Iσ+1 . Therefore, the subregion M̂missing ,

K(l+1)−1

M̂missing , M̂ ∩ Ωmissing ,

Tl , {Ψσ }σ=Kl

(10)

,

0 ≤ l ≤ bN/Kc.
bN/Kc

A corresponding set of raw videos {Ilinput }l=0
fined:
 raw
I
l=0
Ilinput ,
.
REDUCE(IKl−1 ) otherwise

is already completed with coarse resolution information
(see Fig. 6). Therefore, it is possible to use all pixels
of the source and destination patches in the calculation of
the distance function. The coarse resolution information in
M̂missing is a coarse initialization to the missing higher resolution information.
3.2.2

(11)
is de-

(12)

Let us start at T0 . The extrapolation of the domains in
T0 (see Fig. 8), is performed using the Outside-In method
using I0input as the raw video. Then, the next domains in T1
are extrapolated using I1input as the raw video. This process
is repeated for all subsets.
What is gained by this? The gain is that Ilinput is larger
than I raw for all l > 0. This is because Ilinput was already
created by extrapolation. The Cascaded Outside-In method
enables the use of a large number of scale levels N , without
worrying that the support of Iσsrc might approach the size of
a patch. The video IKl−1 in Eq. (12) is extrapolated using
the PAD criterion. Therefore, the completion algorithm is
able to select patches with small gradients. Fig. 9 demonstrates the improvement of the Cascaded Outside-In over
the basic Outside-In.

Selective Use of the PAD Criterion

The PAD criterion significantly increases the processing
time of the extrapolation. The Outside-In method is able to
dispose of the PAD criterion immediately after the coarse
level. This is possible because the finer resolution levels
base their extrapolation on the results of the coarse resolution level.
The coarsest resolution level has the least pixels to process of all scales. Hence, using PAD only in the coarsest
scale leads to a considerable gain in processing speed.

4. Cascaded Outside-In

5. Experiments

The number of scale levels N is fixed by the foveation
parameters and video dimensions (see Sec. 3.1). Using less
resolution levels results in a lateral resolution decay which
is insufficient. On the other hand, due to the discrete nature
of images, there is a lower limit to the patch size that can
be used in the completion algorithm. Consider Fig. 7. The
source patches are derived only from the source video, Iσsrc .
As the scale coarsens, the size of the input video Iσsrc approaches the size of the patch. At some stage, it becomes

5.1. Visual Comparison
Figures 10 and 11 show results of extrapolating still images and video sequences using the Inside-Out and Cascaded Outside-In methods. The latter method better preserves the structure of the scene.
2 The number of domains in each subset is denoted K. Its value depends
on the size of I raw . In our work we used K = 3.
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Video Size
342 × 234 × 50
310 × 230 × 76
320 × 292 × 32

ΨK
Ψ0

Inside-Out
29007
15154
55134

Outside-In
17513
13514
29689

Improvement
39%
10%
46%

Table 1: Run time comparison of the Inside-Out and
Outside-In methods. Video sizes are given in Width ×
Height × Frames format. Measured time is in CPU seconds.

T0
T1
−1
Figure 8: The domain set {Ψσ }N
σ=0 is split into several subsets Tl .

to fine approach into the foveated approach, Outside-In extrapolation can better preserve the scene structure, while
maintaining visual details in the area close to the input
video. This results in a more visually pleasing extrapolated
video. In addition, Outside-In extrapolation also shows run
time improvement over the Inside-Out method.
The Outside-In extrapolation is not without drawbacks.
The coarse-to-fine approach bases extrapolation of the finer
scales on the result of a coarse extrapolation. Sometimes
this results in artifacts, as explained in Sec. 5. A better approach may be to process the video in several scales simultaneously (as in [8]) or use global optimization (as in [23]).

The Cascaded Outside-In seems to also better preserve
textures (e.g. the grass region of the top image in Fig. 10).
The reason is that the Outside-In method does not use PAD
when extrapolating the inner domains. Source patches are
not penalized for having prominent ST edges. This results
in more details in the extrapolated video.
The Cascaded Outside-In method has faults. In the
coarsest scale the proper source patches have much less details to distinguish themselves from other patches. In this
scale level, the completion algorithm uses the PAD criterion. Therefore, it might prefer improper patches just because they are smoother than the proper patches. This results in visual errors that propagate to the final result.
As described in Sec. 3.1 the REDUCE and EXPAND operations are in the heart of the foveated framework. These
operations can be applied either solely in the spatial domain,
or in the spatial and temporal domain simultaneously. We
found out that temporal coarsening significantly improves
results during extrapolation of scenes with global motion.
When the scene includes more complex motions, e.g., objects that enter and/or exit the FOV, better results are obtained when the scaling is done only in the spatial domain.
Extrapolated images and video clips, including results of a
user study, are available in [1].
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